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White Noise, 2nd edition – 
overview of current issues on 
AU communications sector
In partnership with global law firm, Baker & McKenzie, we 
are releasing the 2nd edition of White Noise – an overview 
of current issues facing the Australian communications 
sector.

Achieve clarity and deeper insights about the sector with 
this one of a kind title. Written by James Halliday and Mary-
Cate Byrne, White Noise, 2nd edition provides a concise 
legal snapshot of the key trends in the Australian 
communications industry. The new edition enables you to:

• Provide accurate and up-to-date advice to your 
clients;

• See the bigger picture using an overview of the key 
legal and regulatory trends and reforms;

• Gain a comprehensive understanding of macro 
consumer and commercial pressures.

For more information visit    
www.lexisnexis.com.au/whitenoise or call 1800 772 772.

NEWS, NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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LexisNexis®  Book Club 
We have launched our LexisNexis Book Club to let our 
valued customers ‘get more out of the pages you read’.

Benefits include: pre-order and advance sales, additional 
discounts on top of our existing offers, and a dedicated 
quarterly eNewsletter offering you free chapter downloads 
on upcoming titles, author commentary, book reviews and 
invitations to book launch and book signing events. All 
members will receive a Complimentary Coupon Booklet 
offering them multiple discounts that will remain active until 
30 June 2015 on the AU eStore.

To sign up as a member and find out more, visit   
www.lexisnexis.com.au/bookclub.

LexisNexis® eStore Book Club
Get more out of the pages you read

For more information, call Enterprise Support at 1800 133 023 or please contact your Relationship Manager.
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Welcome to the November issue of KeyNews.

While many are winding down as we head into the festive 
season, it’s also a time to reflect on the year and gear up for 
2015. The focus in 2014 has been on making law firms more 
efficient: streamlining work processes into a single system to 
provide a secure working environment and transparency of 
business performance, satisfying the needs of the whole 
practice. The next challenge and priority is to increase the 
efficiency of the individual, concentrating on productivity and 
mobility. According to our recent research that we completed 
with leading figures in the Australian legal industry, both law 
firm managers and inhouse lawyers are strongly unanimous 
that the need to deliver legal services more efficiently is a 
critical priority. The legal sector is increasing its focus on 
technology as its number one solution and efficiency driver.  
This makes integration of these technologies an absolute 
priority with talent management a close second. In shifting the 
next wave of productivity gains on the individual’s efficiency, 
the human factor needs to be considered.

Throwing technology without relevant training can result in a 
culture shock that rejects these changes. It can also add 
negative workload pressures with the perceived expectancy 
of ‘24/7 availability’ that is facilitated with mobile technology. 
Research found that 81% of lawyers are already using mobile 
devices for their work, such as legal research or matter 
management, indicating a need to align technology around 
our workflows and processes to ensure efficiency and 
productivity is in place.

We are also delighted to announce our LexisNexis® Book Club, 
a free membership group that allows you to get more out of 
your reading with first hand and exclusive information, 
content and deals. It’s an exciting initiative that allows a more 
communal and collaborative approach to reading, that we 
hope you enjoy.

As this is the last KeyNews for 2014, I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank you on behalf of everyone at LexisNexis 
for your support this year. All the best for the time out over the 
festive season and we look forward to 
getting back in touch with you in 2015.

Kind regards,

Dr Marc K Peter
Chief Operating Officer

Lunn’s Civil Procedure   
South Australia
As one of our premier publications, Lunn’s Civil Procedure 
South Australia was expanded into a third volume to 
incorporate significant new commentary and 
legislation materials. This was captured in service 
updates 145 and 146 that went to press on 17 and 22 
September respectively.

The three volume service was restructured to mimic 
other high profile civil procedure publications, such as 
CPV or UCPN. Volumes one and two are now the ‘Court 
volumes’ covering the Supreme and District Court 
(volume one) and the Magistrates Court (volume two), 
with volume three including all other supplementary 
practice materials.

Significant content inclusions include:
• South Australia Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 

2013;

• South Australian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
Rules 2014;

• Supreme Court Fast Track Rules Adoption Rules 
2014;

• Supreme Court Fast Track Supplementary Rules 
Adoption Rules 2014;

• Brand new commentary and annotations on the 
Supreme Court Fast Track Adoption Rules; and

• Brand new commentary and annotations on the 
Motor Traffic Accident (Lifetime Support Scheme) 
Act 2013.

The new legislative inclusions and accompanying 
commentary were for legislation that is due to 
commence on 1 October, so it was valuable to have this 
material included in the service in time for its application 
by legal practitioners.
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Statutory Interpretation 
in Australia 
(8th edition)
Pearce, D C; Geddes, R S

ISBN (Hardback): 
9780409336955

$250.00

ISBN (eBook):
9780409336962 

$250.00

Expected Release:  
Available NOW

LEXISNEXIS® BOOKS

Upcoming titles 

Banking Law in 
Australia
(8th edition)
Tyree, A.

ISBN (Softcover): 
9780409337334

Expected Release: 
September 2014

Forty years on since the first edition was published and eight 
years since the last edition, Statutory Interpretation in 
Australia remains the pre-eminent text on the subject.

Statutory Interpretation in Australia, 8th Edition 
concentrates on:

1. Statements of the courts and tribunals – describing 
approaches, assumptions and techniques of interpretation, 
as well as the application of these in one’s work.

2. The Interpretation Acts of each of the Australian 
jurisdictions - understanding the content of which is 
essential to determining the meaning of legislation.

Extensive case references to the relevant principles for each 
jurisdiction have been included, allowing readers to identify 
the authorities that best suit their particular purposes.

This 40th anniversary edition is an essential reference work 
for the judiciary, practitioners and students. In the Foreword 
to this edition The Hon. Chief Justice Robert French AC says:

“The book is lucid, well organised and eminently readable, 
whether from cover to cover or by topical chapter or section. 
Importantly, it brings to judges, practitioners, teachers and 
students a comprehensive account of what is, in principle 
and practice, perhaps the most important subject area in 
the day-to-day working of the legal system.”

Alan Tyree’s Banking Law in Australia is a clear and concise 
commentary on the history, current practice and future 
directions of banking law in Australia together with a 
discussion of relevant case law, legislation and government 
activity. The carefully crafted commentary engages and 
informs students and practitioners and brings this topic to 
life. New material in this edition includes an expanded 
discussion of regulation and the Personal Property 
Securities Act 2009.

Important new cases include:
Andrews v ANZ Banking Group [2012] HCA 30; Paciocco v 
ANZ Banking Group [2014] FCA 35; Australian Financial 
Services and Leasing Pty Ltd v Hills Industries Ltd [2014] 
HCA 14.

For more information, call Enterprise Support at 1800 133 023 or please contact your Relationship Manager.



INTERNATIONAL TITLE

All England Law Reports   
– Is Your Subscription Online?
The All England Law Reports (All ERs) began in 1936 and has 
enjoyed an unrivaled reputation as the leading UK legal 
report service throughout all common law jurisdictions. The 
All ERs report in full text on significant judgments heard by 
the Supreme Court, the Privy Council, both divisions of the 
Court of Appeal and all divisions of the High Court. These 
reports cross-reference and link to relevant entries in 
Halsbury’s® Laws of England, Halsbury’s Statutes, The 
Digest and other LexisNexis online publications and 
solutions, including case citators such as CaseBase™ and 
CaseOverview (UK) as well as Halsbury’s Laws of Australia 
and Unreported Judgments.

But did you know you can access All ER subscriptions online 
with the LexisNexis® All ER Package? The package includes:

• The Annual Review – a publication that includes a   
volume of essays outlining the major cases and 
developments that have occurred across a wide range 
of legal subjects.

• Commercial Cases – first published in 1999, the All 
England Commercial Cases publishes Supreme Court, 
Privy Council, Court of Appeal, High Court and European 
Court of Justice judgments on contract, insurance, 
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banking, shipping and all other areas of commercial law. 
All High Court and Court of Appeal judgments are 
approved by the appropriate judges before publication.

• European Cases – a specialist series of reports on 
decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Union 
and the General Court in cases arising from all EU 
jurisdictions.

• Consolidated Tables and Index – covering all cases 
reported during the calendar year combined into a 
cumulative index at the end of the year.

• The All England Law Reports Reprint (All ER Reprints) 
– a second set of reports with headnotes and judgments 
that cover around six thousand key cases from between 
1558 to when the publication of the All England series 
began in 1936. A further three thousand important cases 
from the period 1861-1935 are included in the All England 
Reprints Extension.

Find exactly what you are looking for with the All ER Online 
Package. Easy to use search functionality, pinpoint accuracy 
and direct document hyperlinks to other relevant LexisNexis 
legal sources and content. 

For more information, contact your Relationship Manager 
or the Customer Support Team on 1800 772 772. You may 
also visit www.lexisnexis.com.au/AllEr.



UPDATES AND ENHANCEMENTS

CaseBase™ Case Citator
CaseBase remains the most current case citator on the 
Australian market. Since early August, CaseBase has 
reduced its editorial turnaround times from 7 days of 
receipt from the court, to achieve 98.5% success in 
delivering content to the market within 24 hours. This was 
achieved by analysis of the editorial workflows and 
resource allocation, and creating a leaner, more efficient 
operating model.

In response to customer demand for more current 
indexation, CaseBase cases are also catch worded in line 
with the updated annotation time to market, allowing 
CaseBase customers to search for material by area of law 
faster than ever before.

Personal Injury NSW — 
Calculators
The Personal Injury NSW — Calculators application has 
been upgraded to introduce a number of new features 
and enhancements to the existing product. Launched in 
2013 and available exclusively within the LexisNexis® 
Practical Guidance — Personal Injury NSW module, the 
application automates the process of calculating 
damages across a wide range of personal injury claims, 
allowing calculations to be completed and updated with 
unprecedented speed, efficiency and confidence. The 
recent improvements are designed to provide a better 
user experience and build upon existing features and 
include:

• Improved formatting and content of exported 
calculations;

• Drag-and-drop re-ordering of saved calculations;

• Clearer and more comprehensive workings for future 
losses;

• A user-input rate option for past and future care and 
assistance (in addition to the option to calculate loss 
on the basis of average weekly earnings as at the 
relevant date);

• Notifications when a saved calculation has been 
updated as a result of changes to the matter’s details.

For more information on the    
Personal Injury NSW — Calculators, go to    
www.lexisnexis.com.au/ practicalguidance/tk.

Criminal Law South Australia
Service 150 published on 15 September and included a 
significant overhaul of the Vehicle Offences guidecard, 
including the insertion of the following legislation and 
accompanying new annotations providing the valuable 
legal analysis:

•  Australian Road Rules 2014    
(commenced 1 September 2014)

• Road Traffic (Miscellaneous) Regulations 2014 
(commenced 1 September 2014)

• Road Traffic (Road Rules — Ancillary and Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Regulations 2014 (commenced 1 
September 2014)

Copyright and Designs
A new table has been inserted in Copyright and Designs 
examining decisions dealing with whether a “substantial 
part” of a work has been reproduced. Also notes and cross-
references to commentary have been inserted throughout 
all the Copyright Regulations.

Halsbury’s® Laws of Australia
Halsbury’s Laws of Australia published double services in 
the months of July, August and September with updates 
to titles including Aboriginals, Agency, Consumer Credit, 
Consumer Protection, Contract, Courts and Judicial 
System, Dependencies, Evidence, Industrial Law, 
Intellectual Property, Mortgages, Practice and Procedure, 
Primary Industry, Taxation and Revenue. Tables of Cases 
and Statutes for Agency, Dependencies, Taxation, and 
Trusts have also been updated. 

Triple services are planned for October and November to 
further update Aboriginals, Building and Construction, 
Contract, Corporations, Industrial Law, Police and 
Emergency Services, Primary Industry, Prisons, Succession, 
Taxation and Revenue and Weapons. The consolidated 
index for all 90 titles is scheduled to be published later in 
the year.
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19 to 21 November – Australian Corporate Lawyer Association 
National Conference, Adelaide

21 November – Migration Institute of Australia, Queensland 
State Conference, Gold Coast

28 November – Migration Institute of Australia, Victoria State 
Conference, Melbourne

30 November to 12 December – Governance, Institute of 
Australia, National Conference, Brisbane

UPDATES AND ENHANCEMENTS
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November 
Topic      Date
Getting started with LexisNexis AU   Mon 3rd
LexisNexis Red     Wed 5th
What is Nexis?     Fri 7th
Advanced Scenario training     
- Succession Law     Fri 7th
LexisNexis Red– Qld Bar Assoc code
LNW111114    Tues 11th
LexisNexis AU Practical Guidance   Wed 12th
LexisNexis AU featuring CaseBase   Wed 19th
Working Smarter with LexisNexis AU   Thurs 20th
Getting started with LNPG Immigration  Tues 25th
What is CaseBase?    Thurs 27th

December 
Topic      Date
Getting started with LexisNexis AU   Mon 1st

LexisNexis AU Practical Guidance   Wed 3rd

Getting started with LNPG Immigration  Thurs 4th

Advanced Scenario training    
- Commercial Law    Fri 5th

Setting up LexisNexis Alerting Services  Mon 8th

Practical Guidance – Qld Bar Assoc code

LNW091214     Tues 9th

Working Smarter with LexisNexis AU   Wed 10th

LexisNexis AU featuring LawNow   Thurs 11th

Properties Law - Advanced Scenario    
Training  - Using LexisNexis AU     
& Practical Guidance    Fri 12th

What is Lexis for Microsoft Office?   Tues 16th

Upcoming Knowledge     
Network Webinars

For webinar times, and to register, 
visit www.lexisnexis.com.au/publicwebinars

Knowledge Network Pacific: 
Learning Portal 
We are committed to continually enhance and provide a 
variety of learning options that meet your needs, as well as 
those of your organisation. LexisNexis® Knowledge 
Network has introduced a range of new features that 
include the following: 

• Live Webchat for quick and accurate answers from 
our Customer Support

Just click the ‘Live Help’ button and start a 
conversation with one of our consultants regarding 
your query.

• New and updated support articles in our LexisNexis 
AU section regarding:

• Resetting your password,

• Verifying your public IP address,

• Adding documents in the delivery folder,

• Creating an alert,

• Setting up security questions,

• Content notifiers,

• How to order missing or replacement pages,

• And more.

• Centralised forum in our Community section for any 
questions you may have.

For more information, please visit    
www.lexisnexis.com.au/knowledge-network. 

To discuss recommendations on how we can deliver a 
high-blended learning approach that meets your 
preference, please contact 1800 772 722 for Customer 
Support.

Upcoming Events
LexisNexis® supports the legal industry by sponsoring 
events throughout the year. We hope to see you at some 
of the following events in November and December.

11 November – Law Society of Western Australia Sole & 
Boutique Practitioner Forum, Perth



Guess the library

TRAINING TIP OF THE MONTH

FEEDBACK?
Let us know what you would like to hear about in the next Library Key News. Email: librarykeynews@lexisnexis.com.au
For more information, contact your Relationship Manager or call Enterprise support on 1800 133 023 or email:
EnterpriseSupport@lexisnexis.com.au
To view the soft copy version, visit: www.lexisnexis.com.au/librarykeynews 
To subscribe or unsubscribe to this newsletter please email: librarykeynews@lexisnexis.com.au

Proximity connectors in Capital Monitor

© 2014 Reed International Books Australia Pty Ltd trading as LexisNexis. LexisNexis, LexisNexis Red® and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used under license. 

The Central Public Library Vancouver, Canada, 
was the library featured on the cover of the last 
edition of Library KeyNews.  If you know the library 
on this edition’s cover, then let us know by 
emailing:    
       librarykeynews@lexisnexis.com.au

You can search using Boolean connectors but Capital 
Monitor also uses proximity connectors which differ to 
other databases. Boolean and proximity connectors can be 
used together.

Proximity connectors in Capital Monitor are:

• NEAR              • ONEAR              •  SENTENCE              • PARAGRAPH

Generally, they increase the precision of your search 
strategy by returning only documents where search terms 
are within a certain distance of each other or in the same 
order, such as in the same sentence or paragraph.

• All connectors can be typed in upper or lower case

but upper case can be easier to use

• NEAR/ONEAR connectors can be used with or without

brackets

• SENTENCE and PARAGAPH connectors must be

surrounded with square brackets

• SENTENCE and PARAGAPH connectors cannot be

used in title search

The terms are near each other in the document. e.g. Coal 
seam gas or CSG [NEAR] frack*

n means the terms are within n number of words of each 
other and can be in any order. e.g., Manus Island [NEAR/8] riot*

The terms are near each other and in the same order as given.

The terms are within n number of words and MUST be in the 
same order as written. It can be very useful for words where an 
ampersand could be used. e.g., Procter [ONEAR/2] Gamble 
Free trade agreement [ONEAR/10] Australia or Indonesia or 
Korea or Malaysia

Find documents with the search terms in the same sentence, 
e.g., Crime statistics [SENTENCE] assault*

Find documents with the search terms in the same 
PARAGRAPH. e.g., bank [PARAGRAPH] outsourcing or 
offshoring [PARAGRAPH] overseas or abroad

[NEAR] or NEAR

[NEAR/n] or 
NEAR/n

[ONEAR] or ONEAR

[ONEAR/n] or 
ONEAR/n

[SENTENCE]

[PARAGRAPH]

http://www.lexisnexis.com.au/en-AU/home.page
https://www.facebook.com/LexisNexisAustralia
https://twitter.com/LexisNexisAUS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lexisnexis-pacific
https://plus.google.com/+LexisnexisAu/posts
https://www.youtube.com/user/LexisNexisAustralia

